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DIGITAL CIRCUIT TESTING involves applying test

patterns and observing the circuit’s responses to the

applied patterns. The tester compares the observed

response to a test pattern with the expected response and

declares a chip defective upon mismatch. Test engineers

usually obtain the expected response through fault-free

simulation of the circuit for the corresponding test pat-

tern. Unfortunately, fault-free simulation cannot always

determine the expected response to be 0 or 1. In that

case, the expected response is an unknown, or X. Of

course, an actual defect-free or defective chip will pro-

duce 0 or 1; however, because the simulated expected

response is X, we cannot compare the actual chip’s

response with a golden reference. Hence, this test

response is ignored during testing. Table 1 explains test-

ing in the presence of Xs.

Table 2 summarizes the major sources of Xs in

today’s designs. Proper DFT techniques must be

employed to minimize Xs. However, it is impractical to

eliminate all X sources due to timing constraints, area

overhead, simulation engine inefficiencies (such as 

0-delay simulation), and inaccuracies in modeling the

behaviors of certain memory, custom logic, and analog

circuit blocks (also called black boxes). Some of these

problems become visible very late in design or after IC

manufacture, when it is difficult or impossible to insert

additional DFT structures. Table 3 shows

four industrial ASIC designs with their

corresponding X densities—the percent-

age of response bits whose expected val-

ues are Xs.

For designs with traditional scan DFT,

handling Xs in test responses is simple—

the tester ignores expected test response

bits with Xs. However, the presence of Xs

poses a major challenge for designs using test compres-

sion1 and BIST. For example, consider the use of classi-

cal signature analyzers, such as multiple-input signature

registers (MISRs), for response compaction. Figure 1 (p.

568) shows an example. The outputs of four scan chains

are connected to the MISR inputs. The initial MISR state

is 0000. The figure shows the MISR states during the first

four clock cycles. Xs appearing at scan chain outputs

corrupt the MISR contents. After four clock cycles, the

expected MISR signature obtained from fault-free simu-

lation consists entirely of Xs. The tester ignores signature

bits whose expected values are Xs during comparison of

the expected signature with the actual signature. In this

example, no comparison can be made.

Any response compaction technique must be able to

detect a defective chip in the presence of residual Xs that

neither DFT nor accurate modeling can eliminate. This

article presents an overview of response compactor

design techniques that we have developed.2-4 These

response compactors tolerate the presence of Xs with

practically no impact on test quality. Depending on the

number of Xs in a design, they can reduce test response

data volume by up to three orders of magnitude, as sup-

ported by data from actual designs. No assumptions

about defect behaviors are necessary. For example, it is

not necessary to assume that all defects behave as sin-
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gle stuck-at faults. Moreover, engineering

change orders or test pattern changes

after tapeout do not affect the response

compaction hardware.

Two major types of techniques for test

response compaction in the presence of

Xs have appeared in the literature: fixing

the Xs as 0s and 1s before they enter the

compaction hardware,5-9 and postpro-

cessing response data to determine

whether the tested IC is defective.10 These

approaches require significant tester sup-

port or knowledge of the exact positions

of Xs in test responses, or both. Some of

these techniques mask the outputs of

entire scan chains, significantly affecting

test quality in terms of defect coverage

(not necessarily fault coverage). The X tol-

erance approach we describe here comes

from the original X-compact idea

(described in the next section) and

imposes no such requirements, makes no

assumptions about defect behaviors, and

is ideal for BIST and test compression.

Previous publications present a more

detailed discussion of the benefits of these

X-tolerant response compactors over

other response compaction techniques.3,4

Of course, other techniques and tester fea-

tures can complement our technique.

X-tolerant response
compaction theory

Suppose that n test response bits are

compacted into m bits, m < n. We repre-

sent this situation with a matrix composed

of n rows and m columns. Each row rep-

resents a bit in the uncompacted test

response, and each column represents a

bit in the compacted test response. The

matrix entry corresponding to row i and

column j is 1, if and only if bit j of the com-

pacted test response depends on bit i of

the uncompacted test response. Other-

wise, the entry is 0. This matrix is called an

X-compact matrix. We obtain a bit in the

compacted response by calculating the

XOR of bits in the uncompacted test

response that have 1s in the compacted

response bit’s column.
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Table 1. Testing in the presence of Xs.

           Responses             

Expected Actual Test 

Test pattern (simulated) (silicon) result

Pattern 1: The chip passes this 0 0 Pass

test pattern since all response 1 1 Pass

bits are either ignored or pass. X 1 Ignore

1 1 Pass

X 0 Ignore

Pattern 2: The chip fails this 0 0 Pass

pattern since there is one 1 0 Fail

response bit that is not X 0 Ignore

ignored and does not match 1 1 Pass

the expected value. X 1 Ignore

Table 2. Major sources of Xs.

X sources Explanation Fixed by DFT?

Uninitialized bistables Initial state unknown Yes, with initialization circuitry

Bus contention, Multiple bus drivers enabled Yes, with ATPG constraints 

floating buses or all bus drivers disabled or test points

Black boxes Structures for which creating Sometimes, with isolation 

accurate digital-logic models collars; occasionally

is difficult: embedded difficult due to 

memory and mixed-signal performance constraints

blocks, custom circuitry

Multicycle paths Circuit paths with delays Very difficult

greater than 1 clock cycle; 

Xs produced during delay 

testing

Multiclock-domain Fault-free simulation cannot Very difficult

interactions accurately predict 

logic values

Postsilicon Xs Mismatch between simulated Impossible

and actual responses of 

known-good chips; mainly 

due to inaccurate 

simulation models

Table 3. X densities in industrial ASIC designs.

Design X management X density (%) Design type

1 Good 0.004 Network switch

2 Fair 0.02 Microprocessor chipset

3 Poor 0.15 Microprocessor chipset

4 Poor 0.3 Microprocessor chipset



The fundamental problem in designing response com-

pactors is determining how to fill the X-compact matrix

entries with 1s and 0s. For example, Figure 2 shows two

compaction matrices and the corresponding response

compaction circuits. Suppose that an error is captured in

response bit A, and response bit B is X. The compactor

in Figure 2a cannot report this error because the expect-

ed value of output 1 is X. However, the compactor in

Figure 2b is able to report the error because output 2

depends on A and not B.

Thus, the compactor in

Figure 2b tolerates the X

present at input B.

Deterministic coding

techniques for designing X-

compact matrices have

been published in earlier

works2,3,11,12 and are not

repeated here. Since the

introduction of X-compact

in 2002,2 other researchers

have proposed several

techniques derived from it.

Deterministic coding tech-

niques are mainly useful

during combinational

compaction for test com-

pression applications in

which the uncompressed

response bits represent

scan chain outputs com-

pacted by combinational

logic circuitry.

We can also use sto-

chastic coding techniques

for designing X-compact

matrices.4 Stochastic cod-

ing is used mainly for sig-

nature analysis because of its implementation simplicity,

but it can be used for combinational compaction as

well. In the stochastic coding approach, we fill the X-

compact matrix entries with 1s and 0s at random, so that

the probability of assigning 1 to an entry is p, and the

probability of assigning 0 to an entry is 1 – p. The expect-

ed number of 1s in a row, or the row’s expected weight,

is then m × p. A bit in the compacted response is a non-

X bit if that bit’s logic value in the expected compacted
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Figure 2. X-compact matrices and corresponding response compaction circuits: X-

intolerant compactor (a); X-tolerant compactor (b).
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response is not X. An error in the uncompacted test

response is masked if none of the non-X bits in the com-

pacted response are erroneous.

Next, we ask, What is the probability that an error in

an uncompacted test response bit gets masked when

there are Xs in k other uncompacted test response bits?

The probability is

[1 – p × (1 – p)k]m (1)

We derive Expression 1 from the fact that if an entry

in the row corresponding to the erroneous bit is 0, the

error does not affect the corresponding bit in the com-

pacted response. If an entry in this row is 1, the error

affects the corresponding compacted response bit (col-

umn) if and only if none of the k rows producing Xs

have 1s in that column; otherwise, the error is masked.

For a defective part to be detected, an error must affect

at least one of the non-X bits in the compacted

response. Expression 1 reaches its minimum when the

following relationship is satisfied:4 p = 1/(k + 1).

If there are t error bits and k Xs in the uncompacted

test response, the probability that no non-X bit of the

compacted response is erroneous is

(2)

The derivation of Expression 2 is similar to that of

Expression 1. The only difference is that a bit in the com-

pacted response is erroneous if and only if it is derived

from an odd number of error bits in the uncompacted

response, and it doesn’t depend on any bit producing

X in the uncompacted response. An even number of

error bits affecting a given output is undetectable—a

phenomenon called error cancellation. From practical

experience, a pessimistic value of t is between 3 and 5.

For the Table 3 designs, Table 4 shows the corre-

sponding probability that errors in the test response

become masked because of the presence of Xs. Here,

we use Expressions 1 and 2 with the value of p for which

Expression 1 results in the minimum error-masking

probability. Table 4 provides no insight into the

response compactor’s test architecture and actual logic

design, which we detail later.

X-tolerant combinational compaction
X-tolerant combinational compactors (X-com-

pactors) are combinational circuits that compact scan

chain outputs at every scan cycle. An application of the

scan clock to perform a shift operation is referred to as

a scan cycle. The test equipment must collect the X-

compactor outputs at every scan cycle and compare

them with the expected response. For example, as

Figure 3 shows, a design might contain 1,000 scan

chains, which the X-compactor can reduce to only 20

outputs. Several industrial designs, including micro-

processors, network processors, chipsets, and network

storage controllers, are currently using such combina-

tional X-compactors. X-compactor designs can guaran-

tee high test quality (that is, reduced probability of error

masking due to Xs) and can be optimized for reduced

routing congestion.
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Table 4. Response compaction for 1 million uncompacted test response bits for Table 3 designs.

No. of Compaction   Probability of errors masked by Xs   

Design No. of Xs compacted bits ratio t = 1 t = 3 t = 5

1 40 2,000 500 1.2 × 10–8 < 10–22 < 10–36

1,000 1,000 10–4 < 10–11 < 10–18

500 2,000 10–2 1.9 × 10–6 < 10–9

2 200 6,500 153 6.5 × 10–6 < 10–15 < 10–25

2,400 420 10–2 2 × 10–6 < 10–9

1,250 800 10–1 10–3 1.2 × 10–5

3 1,500 38,000 26 8 × 10–5 < 10–12 < 10–20

16,000 63 2 × 10–2 < 10–5 < 10–8

9,000 110 1.1 × 10–1 1.3 × 10–3 1.6 × 10–5

4 3,000 76,000 13 8 × 10–5 < 10–12 < 10–20

30,000 34 2.5 × 10–2 1.6 × 10–5 < 10–8

18,000 56 1.1 × 10–1 1.3 × 10–3 1.6 × 10–5



To design combinational compactors, we analyze

the use of constant-weight X-compact matrices, in

which every row has an equal and odd number of 1s.

For an X-compactor with n inputs and m outputs, the

X-compact matrix has n rows and m columns.

Suppose that each row of the X-compact matrix has r

1s. The probability that an error at an input of the X-

compactor will be masked when k other scan chains

produce Xs is less than or equal to the following

expression (for k × r ≤ m):

(3)

Expression 3 follows from the fact that an error pro-

duced by row i will be masked if and only if at least one

of the k rows corresponding to the rows producing Xs

have 1s in the columns in which row i has 1s. The max-

imum number of columns masked by the k rows pro-

ducing Xs is k × r, giving

combinations of r 1s that are masked. If the row corre-

sponding to the error is given by one of these combi-

nations, the error is masked. The total number of

combinations is

,

giving Expression 3 as a bound on the probability of

masking. All rows of the matrix are unique. Hence, an

error produced by a scan chain will never be masked

when another scan chain produces an X (that is, k =

1).3 Table 5 summarizes the characteristics of X-com-

pact matrices generated with this technique.

Table 6 shows the distribution of the number of Xs

over scan cycles for the single-stuck-at test patterns of

an ASIC design with 800 scan chains. Suppose that we

implement the 800-to-25 X-compactor in Table 5 for this

m
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Figure 3. Scan architecture with X-compactor.

Table 5. Characteristics of X-compact matrices for combinational compaction (where fan-out is the number of 1s in each row of the X-

compact matrix).

No. of Compaction Probability of an incorrect X-compactor input masked by k Xs

No. of inputs outputs ratio Fan-out k = 1 k = 2 k = 3

500 25 20 5 0 2.6 × 10–3 1.9 × 10–2

50 10 11 0 4.2 × 10–6 3.3 × 10–4

800 25 32 5 0 2.6 × 10–3 1.9 × 10–2

50 16 11 0 4.8 × 10–6 3.4 × 10–4

1,000 25 40 5 0 2.7 × 10–3 1.9 × 10–2

50 20 11 0 5.1 × 10–6 3.5 × 10–4

1,500 25 60 5 0 2.7 × 10–3 1.9 × 10–2

50 30 11 0 4.7 × 10–6 3.4 × 10–4

2,000 25 80 5 0 2.7 × 10–3 1.9 × 10–2

50 40 11 0 4.7 × 10–6 3.4 × 10–4



design. Because 33% of the scan cycles have only one

X, 10% have only two Xs, and 2% have only three Xs, the

following formula gives the overall probability that an

incorrect scan chain output will be masked by Xs in a

single scan cycle:

0.33p1x + 0.10p2x + 0.02p3x = 6.4 × 10–4

where p1x is the probability that an incorrect scan chain

output is masked by one X; p2x, the probability that an

incorrect scan chain output is masked by two Xs; and

so on.

As actual test data indicates, assuming that a defec-

tive chip produces incorrect outputs during at least two

scan cycles is pessimistic and realistic. In that case, the

overall probability that the incorrect outputs will be

masked and the defective chip will not be detected is

(6.4 × 10–4)2 = 4 × 10–7, a very small number.

This example demonstrates that X-compactors can

obtain massive reduction in test data volume and test

time with practically no impact on overall test quality.

They are very effective for diagnosis and yield-learning,

as demonstrated using actual silicon data.13

X-tolerant signature analysis
For simplicity, we first describe serial

signature analysis, in which test response

bits from a single source (such as a single

scan chain) are compacted into a signa-

ture. We call this structure an X-SISR,

which stands for X-tolerant single-input sig-

nature register or an X-tolerant serial-input

signature register. Next, we describe the

design of an X-tolerant multiple-input sig-

nature register or X-MISR.

Suppose that a source is serially pro-

ducing n bits of test response data and

that the signature consists of m bits. Here

n and m are design parameters. As

explained earlier, the stochastic coding

approach fills the X-compact matrix (with

n rows and m columns) with 1s and 0s

such that the probability of assigning 1 is

p, a parameter based on the number of Xs

that must be tolerated.

How can we implement such a coding

scheme in hardware? Given parameter p,

a weighted random-pattern generator can

generate 1s with probability p. The testing

literature has extensively covered the

design of logic structures that generate weighted random

patterns.14

Figure 4 shows an X-SISR design. At each clock cycle,

a test response bit is ANDed with the weighted random

pattern generator outputs. Depending on where the 1s

appeared, the XOR gate and feedback loop ensure that

the corresponding signature bits will depend on this par-

ticular test response bit. The reader can prove the equiv-

alence between this structure and the X-compact matrix

structure described earlier.

It might seem that by ANDing on the response bits,

we lose the capability of observing an error at a particu-

lar signature bit. However, because there are multiple

signature bits, the probability that an error in the uncom-
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Table 6. Distribution of Xs over scan cycles for single-

stuck-at test patterns of an ASIC design with 800 scan

chains.

No. of Xs Percentage of scan cycles

0 55

1 33

2 10

3 2

n-bits of serial test response data

D
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D

Q

AND

D

Q

AND

Signature
bit 1

Signature
bit 2

Signature
bit m

Phase shifter

Linear-feedback
shift register

Weight logic

AND box

Weighted
random-pattern

generator

Figure 4. X-SISR design.



pacted response will not be registered in any of the sig-

nature bits is extremely small, even in the presence of

Xs. This follows from Expressions 1 and 2 and Table 4,

because the X-compact matrix structure using stochas-

tic coding and the Figure 4 design are equivalent.

Depending on the value of m, the fan-out in Figure 4

might cause concern. For example, suppose that the

value of m is 20, meaning that to implement the design in

Figure 4, we need a fan-out of 20. Generally, scan chain

shifting and scan chain output compaction occur at slow

speed. Hence, the large fan-out might not be a problem

because signal paths to the response compaction cir-

cuitry aren’t timing critical. However, simple pipelining

minimizes the fan-out problem. Using multiple weight-

ed random-pattern generator circuits can reduce the fan-

out associated with weighted random generators.

Figure 5 shows how we convert the X-SISR design

into an X-MISR design. Suppose that there are s parallel

test response inputs (which can be scan chains). For

each parallel test response input, the X-MISR has m AND

gates in a structure called an AND box (Figure 4 shows

the components of an AND box).

X-tolerant signature analysis offers several benefits:

■ It’s simple to design: No complex controller is neces-

sary. However, the design is more complex than tra-

ditional MISRs.

■ It can tolerate several thousand Xs with practically no

impact on test quality, unlike traditional MISRs.

■ It requires very high-level design information on the

expected number of Xs but no detailed information

on the actual positions of Xs.

■ It’s nonintrusive to the design because no test points

are inserted.

■ It’s friendly to engineering changes and test pattern

changes after the chip is manufactured.

■ It enables targeted improvement of test quality, even

after manufacture, with two techniques: varying the

intervals between intermediate signatures, and gen-

erating a huge number of independent X-compact

matrices out of the signature-analysis hardware.

Multiple test runs with the same test patterns but inde-

pendently generated X-compactors are possible.

Multiplying the probabilities of not detecting a defec-

tive chip in each test run significantly reduces the

probability that a defective chip is not detected.

■ Combining it with techniques such as I-compact10 can

further reduce the probability that Xs mask errors, at

the expense of extra processing on the tester.

The routing overhead of X-tolerant sig-

nature analyzers must be suitably man-

aged. Figure 6 shows one way to do this:

using local X-MISRs and intermediate sig-

natures. For example, suppose that

design 3 in Table 4 has 1,000 scan chains,

each 1,000 bits long. We break the design

into 250 clusters, each containing four

scan chains. For each cluster, we design

a 20-bit X-MISR. Because only four scan

chains drive each X-MISR, each X-MISR

bit requires only four two-input XOR

gates. We run the X-MISR for 500 cycles—

this corresponds to 2,000 uncompacted

response bits per cluster, which is com-

pactable into 20 bits of signature with a

high error detection probability (similar

to Table 4, design 3, assuming a uniform

distribution of Xs). Every 500 cycles, the

20-bit intermediate signatures from each

cluster are transferred to a shadow regis-

ter. The shadow registers of all clusters

are configured into 10 scan chains. It

takes 500 cycles to scan the intermediate

signature bits from all clusters out of the
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scan chains before another intermediate

signature from the clusters is loaded into

the shadow register.

This approach leads to an X-tolerant

signature analysis technique that toler-

ates thousands of Xs but outputs only 10

response bits for observation on the

tester in every scan cycle, despite the

1,000 scan chains. Thus, the test data vol-

ume and test time reduction obtained is

two orders of magnitude for design 3

with its poorly managed Xs.

Applying X-MISR for BIST in the field

involves the use of an on-chip memory

(for example, cache memory or other

storage areas available for BIST) that can

be preloaded with expected signatures

from an off-chip store, allowing the chip

itself to compute a pass/fail result with no

need to output any test data. As with

other types of test data, the preloaded

data can also be compressed for storage

in a small ROM or flash memory.

DFT ENGINEERS must spend serious effort to minimize

Xs in future designs. It will be impossible to eliminate

all Xs. X-tolerant response compactors are necessary for

tolerating residual Xs to enable massive compaction

with practically no impact on test quality. X-compactors

are mainly useful for test compression purposes and

provide up to 80 times the test response compaction of

traditional scan. X-tolerant signature analyzers extend

the X-compact concept to incorporate time com-

paction, thereby tolerating thousands of Xs and reduc-

ing test response data volume by 50 to 2,000 times

relative to traditional scan. These signature analyzers

are extremely beneficial for BIST because Xs can easi-

ly corrupt traditional MISR-based BIST signature ana-

lyzers. X-tolerant response compactors also enable

efficient diagnosis essential to fast yield-learning, which

will be the topic of a future paper. ■
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